PRO-LAB® PROFESSIONAL MOLD TEST KIT

SELECTING THE TEST LOCATION
Mold spores can be found on carpets, rugs, floors, window sills, furniture, mattresses, pillows, pillowcases, upholstery, drapery, A/C filters, furnace filters or anywhere dust can be found.

CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING COLLECTION METHODS
Please wash your hands thoroughly to avoid contamination

METHOD 1: DUST COLLECTION (VACUUM WITH HOSE)

SAMPLING METHODS
(To determine if mold spores, pollen and dust mites are in your indoor environment) Remove sampling cassette from the plastic bag. Remove the white caps from both ends of the sampling cassette. Attach the cassette directly to the end of your vacuum hose or use the universal white hose adapter provided. The universal adapter is reversible. After you have attached the cassette to the end of your vacuum cleaner hose, turn on and vacuum your carpet(s), rug(s), floors, mattress, pillows and pillowcases, upholstery, A/C filter, furnace filter or drapes. Continue to vacuum until you have enough fine dust to fill the collection chamber as much as possible. (Minimum of 5 minutes). Once the chamber is full, hold the vacuum hose upright to prevent the dust from falling out of the collection chamber. Shut off vacuum, replace the two white caps, place the sampling cassette back in the plastic bag and proceed to the lab results directions.

METHOD 2: DUST COLLECTION (VACUUM WITHOUT HOSE) SAMPLING METHOD
(Alternative method to determine if mold spores, pollen and dust mites are in your indoor environment). Remove sampling cassette from the plastic bag. Stand the cassette on a flat surface and remove only the top white cap. Scoop the fine dust from your vacuum cleaner’s bag, or cyclone cylinder. Place the fine dust in the hole on the top of the collection chamber of the cassette. Fill the collection chamber as much as possible. Once the chamber is full, replace the white cap. Place the sampling cassette back in the plastic bag and proceed to the lab results directions.

METHOD 3: VISIBLE MOLD (SWAB) SAMPLING METHOD
(To determine the type of mold growth that is visible on a surface) Locate the visible mold growth. Take the enclosed sterile swab and wipe the tip across the visible mold growth. Mold must adhere to the swab tip. Once sampling is complete, place the swab back in the plastic bag and proceed to the lab results directions.

METHOD 4: BULK SAMPLING METHOD
(To determine the type of mold that is visible and growing on a piece on material) Place a small piece of the material to be tested (drywall, wallpaper, molding, ceiling tile) inside the plastic bag and proceed to the lab results directions.

STANDARD LAB RESULTS
Place sample to be tested in the enclosed postage pre-paid envelope along with the information form, and a check, money order (made payable to PRO-LAB®) or credit card payment for $40 (Visa, Mastercard, Discover, or AMEX only). Mail immediately to PRO-LAB® P.O. Box 267730, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33326-9914. Within seven (7) business days after PRO-LAB® has received your sample, we will email your results that list the type of mold, pollen and dust mites present in your home or office. You may also print and view your results at www.prolabresults.com.

EXPRESS lab results (Results available within 2 business days)
Express service is available for an additional $15, or a total of $55. In order to use the express service, you must send the sample to be tested, information form, and the proper payment to PRO-LAB® using an overnight shipping service such as FedEx, Airborne Express, DHL, UPS or U.S. Mail Priority Overnight. Send the sample to PRO-LAB® 1675 N. Commerce Parkway, Weston, FL 33326. (Express samples can only be received Monday – Friday). Within two (2) business days of our receipt of your sample, you will receive an email of your results. You may also print and view your results at www.prolabresults.com.

Do you have Black Mold? PRO-LAB catalog includes Test Kits for Mold, Radon Gas, Water Quality, Asbestos, Lead, Carbon Monoxide, and Bacteria.

http://www.prolabinc.com/instructions/mold.html
FOR QUESTIONS OR MORE INFORMATION CALL 1-800-427-0550

CREDIT CARD VOUCHER

☐ STANDARD LAB RESULTS ($40 per sample) $________
☐ EXPRESS FAX SERVICE ADD ($15 per sample) $________
TOTAL $________

Make Checks Payable to PRO-LAB™

☐ CHECK ☐ MONEY ORDER ☐ CREDIT CARD

PRO-LAB™ MOLD TEST KIT CREDIT CARD VOUCHER (VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX & DISCOVER ONLY)

Name (as it appears on card)

Street Address

City/State/Zip

Credit Card # Expiration Date

Amount $ Phone

Signature Date / / 

1675 N. Commerce Parkway, Suite 100 - Weston, FL 33326

INFORMATION FORM

Name _______________________

Street Address _______________________

City _______________________
State _______________________
Zip _______________________

Phone ( ) Fax for Express Service Only ( )

MOLD SAMPLE

Date of Sample __________

Where was the sample taken from?

☐ House ☐ Apartment ☐ Outside (control)

☐ Office ☐ Other:

Age of house (or Building) in years: _______________________

Room where sample was taken: _______________________

Sampling Method Used: _______________________

For Lab Use Only:

Date Sample Received __________ Time __________ Received by __________
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